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Abstract. Protection of financial resources is one of the priority tasks of the state, which determines its independence and 
subjectivity. This is especially relevant in the case of Ukraine, which is conducting full-scale military operations, therefore 
the study of the cyber security problem of the financial sphere of Ukraine and the formulation of recommendations for 
their solution became the purpose of this study. Methods of statistical analysis, systematization and synthesis were used 
to analyse the dynamics in the field of protection of critical information, whereas the intelligence method, based on open 
sources, was used to reveal the main trends, methods, and tools of modern cyber fraud. As a result, a list of problems and 
threats to the financial sector of Ukraine was formed. An assessment of existing trends in the effectiveness of countering 
such challenges is given, and several recommendations have been developed to prevent the leakage of personal data 
and the vulnerability of financial structures. Such recommendations included the introduction of clear algorithms for 
personnel behaviour, separation of subsystems with different levels of access and their restriction of access to external 
networks, as well as personal digital security rules – use of two-factor authentication, prohibition of transmission of 
passwords and temporary codes, etc. In the context of the dynamics of the growth of the number of Internet users 
over the last five years in the world, the international principles of ensuring information security and the legislation 
of Ukraine, which regulates actions to protect against cyber-attacks, were analysed. The practical significance of the 
research lies in finding ways to solve problems in the field of information security of the financial sector and forming 
recommendations that may be useful to the management of financial institutions
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 INTRODUCTION
Global digitalisation trends affect all spheres of society – 
economic, political, security, educational, and everyday 
life. Information shapes the competitive advantages of 
not only individual companies but also entire countries. 

Therefore, this proliferation of technologies conceals 
countless risks of remote influence on financial process-
es, which is especially critical for modern Ukraine. War-
time risks only increase the country’s responsibility in the 
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fight against cybersecurity challenges. As such, the study 
aims to analyse the current situation in terms of ensuring 
its information security.

 MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study employed statistical analysis of national eco-
nomic security indicators, such as the number of regis-
tered cyber incidents, types of suspicious files detected by 
the Vulnerability Detection System of the State Service for 
Special Communications and Information Protection of 
Ukraine, and the geography of detections of critical infor-
mation security events in 2022 and 2023. Statistical analy-
sis and available information security indicators were used 
to formulate forecasts for further data leakage statistics 
and the development of the situation in the medium term.

An analysis of the remote access technologies’ pene-
tration into people’s lives and the dynamics of the number 
of Internet users in the world from 2019 to 2023 was also 
conducted to determine the extent of the recent inten-
sive growth of the economy’s digitalisation caused by the 
COVID-19 pandemic and forced quarantine restrictions. 
Furthermore, the development and transformation of ma-
licious tools for influencing the financial system of Ukraine 
were studied, and the change in capabilities and effective-
ness of cyberattacks over the past few years was examined 
by a comparative method.

In particular, the study tracked the compliance of ex-
isting information system security factors with such princi-
ples as legality, comprehensiveness, integration with inter-
national rules, balance of interests and cost-effectiveness. 
The materials used in the study include existing criteria 
for assessing information security, the concept of a target’s 
hacker attack chain, and the European Union Agency for 
Network and Information Security experience. 

Existing information risks in financial activities were 
summarised and structured using the systematisation 
method, including the risk of significant financial data 
leakage, the risk of destruction of such information in the 
absence of a recently created backup copy, dissemination 
of false or negative information in the information space, 
etc. Such risks were further divided by classification into 
accidental, intentional, and manipulative.

Since the current martial law requires, for security 
reasons, additional protection of the financial sector and 
partially restricted access to the relevant state financial 
information, an Open-Source Intelligence (OSINT) meth-
od was used to form a list of key threats of external inter-
ference by intruders in the operating system of financial 
institutions and to provide examples of fraudulent calls 
received by bank customers. In particular, examples of calls 
to consumers on behalf of the security service of banks or 
other financial institutions were given, which highlight the 
risks of hacking personal accounts in real-time and using 
the stressful state of customers to acquire their passwords, 
temporary access codes, etc.

Through the synergistic effect of the application of ex-
isting methods, numerous problems of ensuring informa-
tion security of the financial sector of the national econo-
my of Ukraine were identified and formulated, and by using 
existing materials and analysing the research results, sev-
eral recommendations were made to overcome the threats 
of their cyber vulnerability.

area of financial sector information security, being actively 
studied by the Ukrainian scientific community.

S. Onyshchenko & A. Hlushko (2020), using a system-
atic approach to the study of information security, formed 
the structure of such security in the context of the nation-
al economy by applying the method of individual system 
component interconnection. The structural scheme of re-
lations between security elements and the external envi-
ronment, proposed by the authors, includes such compo-
nents of threat response as economic sovereignty, which 
implies the state’s control over its resources; protection 
against external and internal destabilising factors; devel-
opment of intellectual potential and equivalence of cyber 
defence systems for finance.

Further discussion on the issue of society digitalisa-
tion in times of crisis, S.  Onyshchenko  et al.  (2020) and 
V. Onyshchenko et al. (2020) investigated the impact of the 
COVID-19 pandemic and subsequent quarantine restric-
tions on the level of technical awareness of society. In the 
first months of the lockdown alone, the number of new In-
ternet users worldwide increased by 7%, and the develop-
ment of such areas as virtual work meetings, distance ed-
ucation, and courier delivery has grown exponentially. The 
authors note that society is immersed in the virtual world, 
triggered by COVID-19, which has highlighted the security 
challenges of the information space and forced the glob-
al community to reflect on the vulnerability of the system 
once again. M.O. Kravtsova (2018), focusing on combating 
cybercrime in Ukraine, identified certain features inherent 
in such violations of the law and formulated key indicators 
of their determination – the dynamic development of tech-
nical awareness of the population, the introduction of new, 
more powerful, high-speed information exchange proto-
cols and the objective inertia of law enforcement agencies, 
which does not allow them to operate proactively.

Modern trends in financial technologies and their im-
pact on the security of banking institutions were studied 
by Y. Khudolii & L. Svystun (2021). The researchers exam-
ined such relevant digital banking tools as mobile wallets, 
open banking, microservices, artificial intelligence (AI), 
and blockchain, and noted a gradual change in the business 
models of Ukrainian banks and their medium-term FinTech 
development strategies. Although Ukraine is introducing 
more secure database organisations with a higher degree of 
reliability, the authors recommend anticipating the grow-
ing demand for online services based on the experience of 
global banking trends. V. Onyshchenko et al. (2020) high-
lighted such vulnerable aspects of the financial system as 
electronic payment services, the cryptocurrency market, 
deliberate dissemination of misinformation, etc. The au-
thors insist that the indicators of the country’s digitalisa-
tion should also be perceived through the prism of growing 
threats and the need to ensure proper financial security. 
V. Bozhenko et al. (2021) investigated the rapid cyber fraud 
spread in the financial sector of Ukraine, identified the 
main initiators of cyberattacks and the specifics of their 
criminal activities, stating that the most common forms 
of such illegal actions are hidden mining, ransomware and 
deception software that distract the security services of fi-
nancial institutions from the real epicentre of the attack.

As confirmed by the Ukrainian researchers, the finan-
cial sector of Ukraine, albeit belatedly, joined the global 
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 RESULTS
The current level of technology may be used to signifi-
cantly increase innovative production, speed up commu-
nication processes, and accelerate the development and 
introduction of new financial products in Ukraine using 
digital tools. However, this development also has an issue: 
the digitalisation of financial transactions increases their 
vulnerability to remote influence, which is an additional 
factor of instability.

According to the official report of the System for De-
tecting Vulnerabilities and Responding to Cyber Incidents 
and Cyber Attacks of the State Service for Special Commu-
nications and Information Protection of Ukraine, in 2022, 
monitoring and analysis tools processed about 58 billion 
events, detected 181 million suspicious cyber events, pro-
cessed 179,000 critical events, almost 90,000 suspicious 
unique files, and documented 415 cyber incidents by Sys-
tem analysts (Statistical report..., 2023). Not only are the 
absolute figures noteworthy, but also the dynamic devel-
opment of these indicators – in 2022, the relevant Ukrain-
ian services registered almost three times as many cyber 
incidents as in 2021. At the same time, most of the new 
attacks were geolocated in Russia, which means that the 
protection of Ukraine’s information space has become an-
other frontline. 

According to the results of the first half of 2023, the 
State Service for Special Communications notes a certain 
change in the tactics of cybercriminals representing the 
interests of the aggressor country – a qualitative transition 
from an onslaught of simple destructive attacks to more 
intelligent espionage, implantation and downloading of 
victim-related data (Russian cyber operations, 2023). The 
number of incidents more than doubled, from an average 
of 57 per month in 2022 to 128 per month in 2023. At the 
same time, Ukraine’s special information defence services 
are also improving their skills: the share of critical inci-
dents fell by 80% – from 144 (first half of 2022) to 27 (first 
half of 2023) and the number of incidents with negative 
consequences decreased by 48%. This trend suggests that 
the protection of important information, including that of 
the financial sector, has improved. As for the general trend 
of increasing the number of Internet users, the data for 
several previous years is shown in Figure 1.

need to comply with quarantine requirements and com-
munication limitations. Many banking and financial ser-
vices customers were forced to discover the benefits of 
remote account management, making various types of 
fraud and information manipulation simpler. The princi-
ples of ensuring information security include confidenti-
ality, legality, integrity and maintaining a balance between 
the interests of the state and individuals. There is an in-
ternational standard of criteria for assessing information 
security, which is formulated in English as Confidentiality, 
Integrity, and Availability or, in short, CIA. Another impor-
tant characteristic of information security is unification, as 
communication between different national security struc-
tures must be identical and mutually integrated, therefore 
preventing international cybercriminals and fraudsters 
from exploiting loopholes in the laws of different countries.

An example of such a supranational structure for 
controlling security in cyberspace is the European Union 
Agency for Network and Information Security (ENISA), 
which was established in 2004 and whose functions include 
the development and implementation of common stand-
ards for combating crimes in the virtual environment, the 
development of an appropriate expert culture, as well as 
the protection of public and state organisations, enterpris-
es, and individuals within the European Union. In its turn, 
Ukrainian legislation also attempts to respond to modern 
security challenges in the information space promptly and 
ensure the implementation of Article 17 of the Constitu-
tion of Ukraine (1996), which provides, in parallel with the 
protection of Ukraine’s sovereignty and state integrity, 
guarantees of its economic and information security.

In particular, on 14 May 2021, the Decree of the Pres-
ident of Ukraine No.  447 “On Cyber Security Strategy of 
Ukraine” (2021) was introduced. This Strategy outlines the 
existing vulnerability of the state’s information, economic 
and financial systems to subversive foreign intelligence ser-
vices activities in cyberspace and outlines the priorities for 
appropriate action. These strategic goals include securing 
cyberspace; sovereignty of the state and the development 
of society protection; protecting the rights, freedoms, and 
legitimate interests of Ukrainian citizens in cyberspace; 
and European and Euro-Atlantic cybersecurity integration. 
Particular attention should be devoted to The cyber kill 
chain (2023) concept, which, thanks to Lockheed Martin, 
moved to the terminology of cyber warfare from “conven-
tional” warfare in 2011 and aims to script a scenario for 
countering external interference in the information sphere. 
According to the concept, the chain of countering a hack-
er attack on a target consists of the following algorithm: 
detect, shut down, change, corrupt, mislead and deter.

Regarding the problems of ensuring information secu-
rity in the financial sector, the banking system is the most 
targeted by criminals, as money is a universal means of 
payment. In martial law, depriving the enemy of financial 
resources can significantly reduce the number of available 
options on the battlefield, and, at last, hacking into finan-
cial institutions’ databases provides access to the personal 
data of both individuals and entire organisations. Accord-
ing to the OSINT-acquired data, the key challenges to the 
information security of financial institutions are gaining 
access to secret or confidential data; disruption or com-
plete termination of the computer information system; 

Figure 1. Dynamics of the number  
of Internet users in the world, billion people

Source: compiled by the authors based on Digital 2023: Global 
overview report (2023)
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Figure 1 shows a rapid increase of almost 14% in the 
number of Internet users in 2020 and 2021, driven by the 
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substitution or deletion of files by intruders; so-called 
“phishing”, when a bank employee clicks on an unfamiliar 
link and opens access to data on the computer; traffic in-
terception and routing changes.

It is also worth noting that information risks in finan-
cial activities can be conditionally divided into accidental, 
intentional, and manipulative. Accidental risks include the 
loss of a password (lost media, forgotten password), neg-
ligence in creating backups, and physical destruction of 
servers and databases as a result of a technological fail-

ure or natural disaster. Intentional risks include criminal 
intentions of financial institution employees, hacking of 
security systems by external intruders, and theft of access 
media. Manipulative risks are those where fraudsters use 
deception or blackmail to force bank staff to cooperate, as 
well as spreading false or negative information in the in-
formation space. The total number of cyber incidents in the 
financial industry, as well as the number of critical finan-
cial data leaks worldwide from 2013 to 2022, is visualised 
in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The number of cyber incidents and data breaches in the financial industry worldwide
Source: compiled by the author based on the Number of cyber incidents in the financial industry worldwide from 2013 to 2022 (2023)

According to the data, the number of critical infor-
mation leaks in the financial sector over the past decade 
has averaged around 500 events per year. Given the strong 
technological development that took place between 2013 
and 2022 – both in general in various areas of life and the 
banking sector in particular – this relatively stable figure is 
rather strange. However, such “passivity” of cybercriminals 
specialising in data theft might have a rather simple reason. 
The development of personal data hacking technologies is 
inseparable from the opposite process – the improvement 
of the protective mechanisms of financial institutions, and, 
therefore, the average number of successful attempts does 
not change critically. As for cyber incidents in general, their 
number is changing quite dynamically from peaks in 2015, 
2019, and 2021 to further declines. As banking institutions 
change and update their security protocols all the time, 
this “sine wave” is attributable to various exploits, through 
which hackers can gain access to financial transactions, as 
well as the operation of security systems that block identi-
fied vulnerabilities – and so on until the next cycle. There-
fore, while it is difficult to make detailed forecasts in such 
an unpredictable industry as cybersecurity, a certain stabi-
lisation of data breach rates in the medium term is notable 
based on the formation of a trend line.

Numerous information security threats and their di-
versity require a wide range of countermeasures for finan-
cial institution protection. These include, in particular, set 
algorithms for working with valuable information and the 
immediate transfer of critical data to an isolated virtual 
area with minimal and restricted access to the global net-
work. Ideally, a modular data configuration implies a situa-
tion in which all subsystems operate separately from each 
other, and data leakage outside the module is prevented by 

firewalls. In this case, after preliminary ranking by the de-
gree of importance, the information enters the front office, 
is transferred for processing to another module, the back 
office, and then goes for long-term storage in the head of-
fice module, which does not have direct access to external 
Internet networks.

According to several international studies and surveys 
of banking industry representatives, the human factor is 
the most vulnerable point of any security system (Villar 
& Khan,  2021). The lack of digital literacy or negligence 
among staff causes almost 80% of information security 
risks (Kurylo  et al.,  2023). The most illustrative cases in-
clude passing passwords to unauthorised or unfamiliar 
people, disclosing the specifics of the bank’s security con-
figuration, following unknown and random links, opening 
files received from unreliable or unknown addresses, and 
logging into service subsystems from their unprotected 
smartphones or laptops.

Therefore, it is worth separating recommendations 
for overcoming information security problems in financial 
institutions for employees and individuals, i.e. clients of 
financial institutions. Staff should undergo frequent and 
intensive training courses, and understand the existing 
risks and threats, both old and new. Employees should be 
obliged to keep proprietary information confidential and 
non-disclosure, and signed agreements should remain in 
force even after termination. Each financial institution em-
ployee should conduct constant monitoring to detect ab-
normal situations, unauthorized connections, and unusual 
activities in the system; regularly back up documents; not 
use personal computer equipment in a professional envi-
ronment; regularly change their passwords and in no case 
keep records at the workplace.
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For individuals using bank services, a different list of 
precautions is used to help protect personal information 
and funds from fraudsters. There are frequent cases of 
fraudsters calling from allegedly banking institutions to 
“prevent illegal debiting of money from the account”. Un-
der this fraudulent scenario, financial services consumers, 

mostly elderly, under the influence of stress and fear of los-
ing their savings, provide confidential information to the 
criminals, thus opening access to their accounts. A gener-
alised theoretical model of the security system, which is a 
flowchart showing the interrelationships of various com-
ponents of the phenomenon, is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Information security problem-solving model
Source: compiled by the authors

Accordingly, all users of banking services must use 
two-factor identification, update the bank’s software 
promptly only from official sources, and promptly report 
fraud attempts. Under no circumstances should passwords, 
temporary access codes, CVV and PIN codes be disclosed 
to anyone. Thus, the analysis of the information security 
challenges faced by financial sector institutions demon-
strated, on the one hand, their vulnerability to ever-chang-
ing external challenges, and, on the other hand, confirmed 
that the system’s resources are sufficient to respond to and 
prevent cyber fraud on time.

 DISCUSSION
Analysing the study results, it is worth noting the impor-
tance of the human factor in security processes and the 
ability to prevent most cases of cybercrime solely by fol-
lowing existing protocols. It is worth emphasising that 
the spread and implementation of digital technologies is 
a global trend. Accordingly, solving information security 
problems is relevant for the whole world, and many schol-
ars from other countries have also devoted their research 
to this issue.

S.  Calliess & А.  Baumgarten  (2020), who studied the 
cybersecurity of the financial sector in the example of the 
European Union, analysed the existing information protec-
tion schemes, their strengths, and weaknesses from a legal 
point of view, and concluded that the current approach is 
characterised by the lack of clearly defined areas of respon-
sibility. However, the authors highlight the increasing role 
of private institutions in shaping the European cyberse-
curity system and believe that this is a positive practice if 
such institutions do not have preferences and are governed 

by a common legal framework. Since in Ukraine, the in-
fluence of private entities on the security of the national 
economy is minimal, this notion may be worth consider-
ing (Yesimov & Borovikova,  2023). Methods of detecting 
credit card fraud in the banking industry were studied by 
E. Btoush et al. (2021). They formulated a thesis, which was 
confirmed by the author’s observations on the growth and 
diversity of criminal technologies aimed at deceiving con-
sumers of banking services, assessing various techniques, 
and identifying their advantages and disadvantages. Given 
the ever-increasing number of bank cards and transactions, 
the authors compiled a list of recommendations for card-
holders to counter this issue more effectively.

The topic of mobile banking, also discussed in this pa-
per, was studied by A. Geebren et al. (2021). Considering the 
issue of mobile applications through the prism of consum-
er convenience, they noted that trust has a significant pos-
itive impact on customer satisfaction. Using partial least 
squares structural equation modelling, 659 respondents’ 
answers were analysed, determining that trust in the bank 
and its app is a more important factor in choosing a finan-
cial institution than even service quality and profitability. 
Another perspective on the problem of online banking was 
presented by A. Sharma et al. (2023), who presented their 
comprehensive empirical research on the security risks of 
global banking applications. The authors also noted the 
exponential growth in the number of app users and the 
risks posed by the massive and dynamic nature of mobile 
app use and compiled a list of recommendations for users, 
which, as noted, boils down to the use of two-factor iden-
tification and the prohibition of sharing passwords and 
codes with others.

Information risks for financial institutions:

Responsibilities of the institution’s management:

Responsibilities of the institution’s staff:

Responsibilities of the institution’s clients:

• loss of banking secrecy and restricted information;
• misinformation, incomplete information;
• information terrorism, blackmail, intimidation.

• control over the connection of external resources;
• regular staff training;
• formation of a system of different levels of access.

• access to systems only from service terminals;
• prohibiting the transfer of personal passwords, access cards, etc. to other persons;
• prompt response to interference attempts.

• regular software updates;
• use of two-factor identification;
• instant blocking of accounts in case of attempted hacking or loss of the card.
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As cybersecurity risk has emerged as a significant 
threat to the financial sector, researchers and analysts have 
sought to understand the issue from different perspectives. 
M.H.  Uddin  et al.  (2020) state that empirical research on 
this issue based on real data is still limited, but interna-
tional regulators offer recommendations to combat crime. 
As noted earlier in this paper, the fight against internation-
al crime should be led by supranational bodies, which cor-
relates with the authors’ conclusions on the expansion of 
the powers of such a “cyber-Interpol”. S. Varga et al. (2021), 
studying the perception of cyber threats and risk manage-
ment in the financial sector in the example of Sweden, 
found that leading participants in the Swedish financial 
sector already have a well-developed operational concept 
of regular and crisis management. The survey revealed that 
much effort is being made to ensure the effective exchange 
of timely and relevant information between financial in-
stitutions, and the importance of communication activities 
with these institutions was also emphasised in this paper. 
In general, respondents overwhelmingly agreed that risk 
management should consider the delay in communications 
between system units.

To minimise the negative impact of the human factor, 
which is considered a key threat to the security system, 
A.S. Villar & N. Khan (2021) conducted a study on the prac-
tical use of process robotics in the example of Deutsche 
Bank. As practice has demonstrated, robotic automation 
has transformed the financial industry, making popular 
low-value-added operations much more efficient and al-
lowing banks to improve information security at the same 
time. H.H. Hettiarachchige & H. Jahankhani (2021) reached 
similar conclusions, albeit using the UK banking system as 
an example. They also noted that security and privacy are 
major concerns for any e-banking system or application 
and that the transfer of most operations to a remote format 
creates additional vulnerability, enabling cybercriminals to 
attack virtual agent endpoints. Nevertheless, the authors’ 
analysis confirmed that the existing two-factor authenti-
cation structure meets the requirements for protecting vir-
tual agents in banks.

In terms of the European cybersecurity system in gen-
eral, S. Fischer-Hübner et al. (2021), through 63 interviews 
with European financial sector professionals, identified key 
issues in the protection of banking secrecy, as well as chal-
lenges and requirements that are to be addressed in the fu-
ture. As mentioned in this study, an important factor in the 
cooperation of national economies is the compatibility of 
protocols for the exchange of confidential information and 
the joint protection of such communication channels that 
will prevent fraudsters from manipulating national laws. 
Hybrid and cyber threats to the European Union’s financial 
system were also the subject of a study by M. Demertzis & 
G. Wolff  (2020). They attempted to achieve a balance be-
tween the fragmentation of security systems into separate 
sub-levels, which were analysed in this paper, and central-
isation in financial and other economic matters. The result 
was a recommendation to EU finance ministers to increase 
the resilience of the financial and banking systems through 
regular joint exercises to counter security challenges.

The impact of modern technological capabilities, 
which have been repeatedly mentioned in this paper, on 
the transformation of the financial sector was also noted 

by E. Feyen et al. (2021), who noted a significant reduction 
in transaction costs in the banking sector due to the de-
velopment of digitalisation. The creation of new business 
models and the emergence of new financial services market 
participants inevitably raises several policy issues regard-
ing competition and regulatory spheres of influence that 
must be agreed upon at the level of national economies. 
A. Mishra et al. (2022), who studied the cybersecurity poli-
cies of enterprises in various industries, analysed and com-
pared security protocols governing the implementation of 
security measures and algorithms for staff behaviour in the 
event of unusual situations, including cybercrime. Since 
the importance of strict compliance with such protocols 
in the banking sector was also emphasised in this paper, it 
is noteworthy that the results confirmed the same conclu-
sions – cybersecurity requirements in the financial sector 
are of the highest priority.

The impact of a full-scale war in Ukraine on financial 
and information security, which was analysed in this pa-
per, was also the subject of research by M. Lehto  (2022). 
The author emphasised that the current security situation 
on the European continent is the most critical in the previ-
ous 80 years and that advanced cyber capabilities are part 
of a new non-kinetic environment where virtual opera-
tions are used in combination with information, financial 
and electronic warfare. The author analysed the balance 
between defence and attack in cyberspace and formu-
lates requirements for effective cyber defence. In anoth-
er paper on the impact of the war on the financial sector, 
F.M.J.  Teichmann  et al.  (2023) note that the operational 
resilience of financial service providers in Ukraine has de-
teriorated significantly since the start of full-scale aggres-
sion in 2022, but the inherent capacity and assistance of 
Western financial institutions help the Ukrainian national 
economy maintain functionality.

In the context of uncertainty and globalisation, it is 
necessary to consider the impact of financial crises not 
only on a specific country but also on the global economy. 
The modern world faces many challenges, but the vulner-
ability of the financial sector of any country can have the 
most severe consequences for economic sustainability and 
development. Comparing the above-mentioned conclu-
sions of the scientific community with the results obtained 
in this study, it is worth noting a mostly similar assessment 
of the financial sector’s problems and recommendations 
on how to solve them. Thus, understanding and addressing 
the problems of the financial sector is an important aspect 
of global stability and sustainability-based governance.

 CONCLUSIONS
Ukraine faces particular risks to the information security 
of the financial sector, as it is the target of full-scale mil-
itary operations and the aggressor country’s resources for 
breaching financial security far exceed the capabilities of 
individual fraudsters or even international criminal or-
ganisations. However, the survey results show that both 
Ukraine and the world have so far managed to successfully 
counter cyberattacks, demonstrating two tendencies: on 
the one hand, it is the pursuit of attackers, when certain 
gaps in information defence are closed in response to their 
actions, and, on the other hand, proactive actions are taken 
when potential system exploits are patched beforehand.
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The human factor, i.e. staff negligence, remains the 
weakest and most unpredictable element in the system of 
financial services, including banking. Risks in this area can 
be mitigated by constant awareness and responsibility im-
provement, as employees must understand that approved 
protocols must be implemented without question and to 
a word, as even single exceptions can endanger the entire 
set of protective measures. However, even perfect compli-
ance with the security protocols of financial institution 
professionals is not enough – each client must, in turn, 
strengthen collective information security. Customers 
should protect their personal data and their finances by us-
ing only official software and applications, using two-fac-
tor authentication, keeping passwords in safe places, and 

never transferring their cards and qualified electronic sig-
nature media to other persons. Since there are no officially 
recognised state borders for hackers operating remotely, 
only the same supranational structures with powers that 
are not burdened by the legislative restrictions of certain 
states can fight them on an equal footing. The formation of 
factors for strengthening such international structures to 
combat cybercrime may be the subject of further research.
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Анотація. Захист власних фінансових ресурсів – одна з пріоритетних задач держави, що обумовлює її незалежність 
та суб’єктність. Особливо це актуально у випадку України, що веде повномасштабні воєнні дії, тому вивчення 
проблеми кібербезпеки фінансової сфери України та формулювання рекомендацій щодо їх вирішення стало метою 
даного дослідження. Завдяки методам статистичного аналізу, систематизації та синтезу була досліджена динаміка 
у сфері захисту критично важливої інформації, а за допомогою методу розвідки на основі відкритих джерел 
виявлено основні тенденції, методи та інструменти сучасного кібершахрайства. В результаті було сформовано 
перелік проблем та загроз фінансового сектору України. Дана оцінка наявних трендів ефективності протистояння 
таким викликам, розроблено ряд рекомендацій щодо запобігання витоку особистих даних та уразливості 
фінансових структур. До таких рекомендацій було віднесено запровадження чітких алгоритмів поведінки 
персоналу, відокремлення підсистем із різним рівнем доступу та їх обмеження виходу до зовнішніх мереж, а також 
правила особистої цифрової безпеки: використання двофакторної автентифікації, заборона передачі паролів 
та тимчасових кодів тощо. У контексті динаміки зростання кількості користувачів Інтернету за 2019-2023 роки 
у світі було проаналізовано міжнародні принципи забезпечення безпеки інформації та законодавство України, 
що регламентують дії з захисту від кібератак. Практична значущість дослідження полягає в знаходженні шляхів 
вирішення проблем у сфері інформаційної безпеки фінансового сектору та формуванні рекомендацій, що можуть 
бути корисними керівництву фінансових установ
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